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Introduction
Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBG’s) are known to suffer from short-wavelength,transmissionlossesdue to
resonant coupling into backward-propagatingcladding modes [ 1,2]. Figure 1 shows a typical transmission
spectrum of a 1Ocmstandard FBG. The cladding mode lossesincreasewith grating reflectivity and could
eventuallyimposeseverelimitations in the useof FBG’s. The problem can be quite acutein the casethat FBG
wavelength-multiplexing
is requimd. So far, severalattemptshavebeenmadeto eliminatethe short-wavelength,
transmissionlossesandimprove grating performance[2-51. In all cases,the resonantcoupling of the forwardpropagating core mode to the backward-propagatingcladding modesis minimised by reducing the coupling
StRllgth.

In this paper,we reporton a novel methodfor reducingcladding-modetransmissionlossesin standard
FBG’s. We show that short wavelength,transmissionlossescan be practically eliminated by damping the
resonant excitation of the cladding modes. The damping is achievedby properly introducing a substantial
propagation loss into the cladding modes. For maximum effect, the core mode should experienceno extra
propagationlosses. By applying a thin lossy layer on the fibre cladding surface,a reduction of cladding-modelossesof about 12dB was achieved.
Transmission-loss suppression
The cladding mode attenuationcan be easily achievedby depositing a thin lossy layer on the cladding
surface. Alternatively, the sameeffect can be accomplishedby introducing one or more lossy layers into the
fibre claddingduring the fabrication process. The latter will result in a stronger cladding-modellossy-material
overlap and,therefore,producehigher propagation losses.
A.

Theory

Thepresenceof lossesin the claddingmodesrenderstheir propagation constantscomplex,i.e. p’* = P”h
+ kc’,, ( cC’~< 0 ). The core mode is supposedto remain lossless(a’, = 0). The transmissioncoefticient of a
grating which couplesthe forward-propagatingcore modeinto the &h-order backward-propagatingcladding
modeis given by:
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whereK,,,,is the coupling coeffkient and 6, is the complexmomentummismatch,given by:

Figure 2 shows the transmission spectra of the grating-assistedcoupling between the fonvardpropagatingcore mode and the backward-propagatingnhh-ordercladding mode, for various propagation losses.
The grating length (L) is 1Ocmand the normalisedrefractiveindex perturbation (&r/n, ) is 2 x 104. The n*-
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cladding-mode loss (a”,,) varies between-1.0 and -2OdB/cm. The losslesscase (a t = 0) is also shown for
comparison.It is observedthat as the claddingmodeloss is gradually increased,the resonantcoupling between
the forward-propagatingcore mode and backward-propagatingcladding mode is severelydamped,resulting in
a dramaticreductionof the gratingtransmissivity.However,as expected,the reduction of the peak transmission
lossis attainedat the expenseof an increasedtransmission-loss
bandwidth. Figure 2 shows the transmissionloss
corresponding to only one of the cladding modes. It is obvious that the rest of the cladding modeswill show
similar transmission-lossreductions,providedthey experiencecomparablepropagation losses.
The amountof transmission-lossreduction,achievedby a certain lossy material, dependson the initial
maximum transmission loss of the grating. Figure 3 shows the required cladding-modeloss that should be
applied in order to achievea certain level of final (residual) transmission loss, as a function of the initial
maximum transmissionloss. The grating length is 1Ocm.
B.

Experimental Results

SeveralstrongBragggratingswherewritten in different fibres exhibiting a number of short-wavelength
sharp notchesdue to coupling into different backward-propagatingcladding modes. Figure 4 showspart of a
typical transmission-lossspectrum(dashedline) of a 1Ocmgrating. The grating reflectivity was about 30dB.
The solid line shows the transmission-lossspectrumafter the grating was coated with a thin ink layer. A
dramatic reduction in the short-wavelengthtransmissionloss from about - 14dB to about -2dB was observed.
Accordingto Figure 3, such a reductionimplies that the thin ink layer introduces a cladding-modepropagation
loss of about ldB/cm. The broadeningof the dampedtransmissionresonanceis also apparent(cf. Figure 2).
Similarthin ink layerswereapplied to weakergratings,with maximum short-wavelengthtransmissionlossesof
about ldB, resulting in a completerestorationof the transmissionspectrum.
Figure5 showsthe variation of the transmissionloss as a function of the grating length over which the
lossy ink layer has been applied. The grating length was 10cm. It was shown that the transmissionloss was
decreasedquasi-linearlywith the coatedlength(or equivalently,with the total applied cladding-modepropagation
loss). The maximumtransmission-loss
reductionwas achievedwhen the entire grating was coatedwith the lossy
layer. Accordingto Figure3, a reductionof transmissionlossesfrom about -4.5dB to about -0.5dB implies again
that the thin ink layerintroducesa cladding-modepropagationloss of about 1dB/cm. Figure 5 also suggeststhat
control of the cladding-modepropagationlossescan be used as a meansof achieving a variable strength and
bandwidth grating notch filter.
Discussion - Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown that short-wavelengthtransmission losses in standard FBG’s can be
practicallyeliminatedby damping the resonantexcitationof the cladding modes. By applying a thin lossy layer
on the fibre-cladding surface,a reduction in cladding-mode-lossesof about 12dB was achieved. Such a film
induces a moderatecladding-modepropagation loss (about ldB/cm). Using different lossy materials and/or
including them into the cladding can provide higher cladding-modepropagation lossesand result in stronger
reductionof gratingtransmissionlosses. The initial narrow-bandtransmissionnotchesare significantly reduced
andspreadevenlyovera muchwider bandwidth. Whensucha grating is used in WDM applicationswill provide
an insignificant wide bandwidth loss. The proposedmethodcan be used in conjunction with any of the other
proposedmethods[2-51 for the total elimination of claddingmode losses.
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